BY ANDREW LATTO

quality investor

The disruptors:
Google, Apple,
Facebook and
Amazon
The trajectory of Google, Apple, Facebook and Amazon has been extraordinary over the
last 15 years. The next 15 years could be even more remarkable, writes Andrew Latto.

Google, Apple, Facebook and
Amazon have changed the way we
shop, search online and connect.
The four companies have disrupted
industries and driven stock markets.
Investors cannot afford to ignore
their impact.
Fifteen years is a long time
in technology. Facebook
(NASDAQ:FB) was founded 15
years ago and is now the fifthlargest S&P 500 stock. Facebook's
key acquisitions, WhatsApp and
Instagram, are 10 and nine years
old respectively.

Apple (NASDAQ:AAPL) was loss
making for much of the 1990s but
the iPhone has made it the largest
US-listed company. The iPhone
was released 12 years ago and was
followed by the App Store, iPad,
iWatch and AirPods.
Google (NASDAQ:GOOG) was
founded 21 years ago and listed
15 years ago (Alphabet is the
holding company). Google's mobile
operating system, Android, was
released 11 years ago and its
video service, YouTube, is 14 years
old.

Amazon (NASDAQ:AMZN) is
25 years old but its main profit
driver, Amazon Web Services
(AWS), is 13 years old. Amazon
Prime is 14 years old and the
Kindle reading device is 12 years
old.
Google, Apple, Facebook and
Amazon have emerged as
disruptive market leaders. They
are referred to as GAFA stocks or
The Four and include all of the
FAANG (Facebook, Apple, Amazon,
Neflix and Google) stocks with the
exception of Netflix.
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“GAFA STOCKS
DRIVE GLOBAL
MARKETS. THEY
INCLUDE FOUR OF
THE FIVE LARGEST
S&P 500 STOCKS AND
REPRESENT 12% OF
THE INDEX.”

Koshiro K / Shutterstock.com
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GAFA stocks key metrics
Google

Apple

Facebook

Amazon

Annual revenue

$137bn

$260bn

$56bn

$233bn

Net income

$31bn

$55bn

$22bn

$10bn

23%

21%

39%

4.3%

Employees

99,000

137,000

36,000

647,500

Market cap

$929bn

$1,222bn

$554bn

$873bn

Search
advertising

Services
and
wearables

Social
advertising

Amazon
Web
Services

% Net margin

Key profit-growth driver

Source: SharePad

Investment backdrop

GAFA stocks drive global markets.
They include four of the five largest
S&P 500 stocks and represent 12%
of the index. Their success has
underpinned US equity-market
outperformance since 2009.
The disruptive forces unleashed
by GAFA stocks have hit equity
markets outside the US. Disrupted
sectors include newspaper publishers,
broadcasters, advertising agencies,
retailers and real-estate companies.
This trend looks set to continue,
with banks and even oil companies
at risk.
GAFA stocks have delivered rapid
growth on the back of high-speed
broadband and the proliferation of
mobile devices, such as smartphones.
The Four have become global leaders
at an unprecedented pace.

500 and only 1% of the FTSE 100. The
US appears to be best able to create
new technology leaders.
S&P's definition of IT excludes
Facebook, Amazon and Alphabet. If
we consider them to be tech stocks,

the IT sector makes up 30% of the
S&P 500.
Facebook and Google were
previously in the IT sector but were
moved to a new communications
sector in 2018. Amazon is in the
consumer discretionary sector, but its
cloud-computing division makes IT the
main profit driver.

Quality investors

Quality investors look for strong
business franchises with established
track records. They have been
reluctant to invest in tech companies.
Things are changing, though, with
Warren Buffett buying Apple shares in
February 2017.
Warren Buffett acknowledged
during Berkshire Hathaway's May
2017 annual meeting that failing

S&P 500 and FTSE 100 since 2000 (excluding dividends)

Tech in the markets

The IT sector is increasingly driving
markets. It makes up 22.6% of the S&P

Source: SharePad
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“WARREN BUFFETT ACKNOWLEDGED DURING BERKSHIRE
HATHAWAY’S MAY 2017 ANNUAL MEETING THAT FAILING
TO BUY INTO GOOGLE WAS A MISTAKE. QUALITY INVESTORS
THAT SHUN TECHNOLOGY MAY FIND IT INCREASINGLY
DIFFICULT TO OUTPERFORM.”
Percentage of fund in the IT sector

% IT
Largest sector in
fund

Fundsmith
Equity Fund

Smithson

Blue Whale
Growth
Fund

Lindsell
Train Global
Equity

30%

41%

48%

10%

Consumer
staples

Information
technology

Information
technology

Consumer
staples

Source: Factsheets, end of November.
to buy into Google was a mistake.
Quality investors that shun technology
may find it increasingly difficult to
outperform.
Terry Smith, chief executive
of Fundsmith, has focused on
unglamorous tech stocks, with
stakes in payment companies and
accountancy-software firms. But
the Fundsmith Equity Fund also

bought into Facebook in 2018 and
it is now the fourth-largest
holding.
Fund manager Lindsell Train has
remained cautious about technology,
with Nick Train stating in June 2017
that: "We did also think very hard
about Google but in the end didn't
have the guts to buy it, and that
annoys us."

Can tech stocks defy
history?

Technology is associated with
rapid change and unpredictable
trends. Today's tech-stock winner
can be tomorrow's loser. But some
of the leading tech stocks now
appear to have established stable
franchises.
Microsoft was the largest S&P
500 stock in 2000 and is one of the
largest S&P 500 stocks today. If the
GAFA stocks have strong franchises,
they should also make for attractive
investments.

GAFA competition

Great businesses see off new
competitors. Google failed to compete
with Facebook and Google+ closed in
April 2019. Amazon failed to take on

Worldwide desktop search market share: Google leads

Source: www.statista.com/statistics/216573/worldwide-market-share-of-search-engines
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iPhone with its Fire Phone discounted
after 13 months.
Microsoft's Bing search engine has
had little impact with a 5.3% market
share in comparison with almost 90%
for Google. Amazon hasn't had any
serious competition in online retail
with its US market share forecast to
hit 50% in 2021.
GAFA stocks have not had it all their
way. Amazon was the first mover in
cloud storage, but its market share fell
from 49.4% in 2017 to 47.8% in 2018.
Microsoft's share increased from
12.7% to 15.5% in the same period.
While Google has the leading
market share in search, we have seen
a trend for more product searches to
start on Amazon. Facebook is facing a
number of upstart rivals in the form of
Snapchat and TikTok.

Impact on rivals

We can also evaluate a franchise in
terms of its impact on rivals. A recent
change in Google's search algorithm
can have dramatic results. For
instance, online travel agent Expedia
(NASDAQ:EXPE) recently fell 27% in a
single day.
Expedia and TripAdvisor both
missed third-quarter earnings, citing
weak online search trends. TripAdvisor
Chief Executive Steve Kaufer stated:
"I think you're seeing this across the
industry as Google has gotten more
aggressive."
Apple's decision to design its
graphic chips in-house had a
significant impact on Imagination
Technologies. Fitbit has struggled to
compete with Apple and it remains to
be seen whether Spotify will hold up
against Apple Music.
Amazon founder Jeff Bezos
famously stated: "Your margin is
my opportunity." Department store
Sears was the largest US retailer in
the 1980s but declared bankruptcy in
2018.

A change in Google search algorithm hit online travel
agents

Source: SharePad
share videos on the top platform.
Google's search results improve the
more users it has.
The Android operating system
gives Google search a route to market
on mobile devices. Smartphone or
tablet manufacturers need to run on
Android given its App Store content.
Google's Chrome browser also
supports Google search.
Amazon has a cost and size
advantage with its infrastructure
supporting same-day delivery in some
areas. AWS has retained the leading
market share and also benefits from a
cost and size advantage.
Apple offers a differentiated
product and benefits from its
store network and the support it
delivers. Smartphone switching costs
include the potential loss of mobile
applications and the time taken to
understand a new platform.

Growth backdrop

A strong business franchise without a
growth driver is similar to a high-quality
bond. Value creation is dependent on

GAFA moats
Moat

Examples

Brand, switching costs,
distribution and a
differentiated product.

The App Store helps lock people
into the iPhone; Final Cut Pro is
only on Mac OS. Apple Stores
support the brand.

Google

Network effects, brand, user
data and distribution.

Android and Chrome support
Google search. Google search
improves the more people use it.

Amazon

Size and cost advantage,
distribution and innovation.

Delivery infrastructure supports
online retail. Leading cloud
position helps to reduce costs
and attract customers.

Facebook

Network effects, brand and
unique user data.

Consumers want be on the same
network. Detailed user data
attracts advertisers.

Apple

Competitive moats

Competitive moats allow companies
to sustain high returns on capital.
They include intangible assets (ie
brands), switching costs, network
effects, distribution, size advantage,
capital requirements and cost
advantage.
Network effects attract more users
and reinforce the position of the
largest player. Consumers want to
be on the leading social network and

growth. The IT sector includes some
of the most important global growth
drivers at the current time.
Online advertising is the driver for
Google and Facebook and is forecast
to grow from $300bn in 2018 to $426
billion in 2023. The two key online
advertising categories are search and
social; video advertising is in fourth
place.
Mobile advertising was 41% of
the mix in 2017 and is expected to
increase to 51% of the mix in 2022.
The importance of desktop advertising
is declining as we spend more time on
mobile devices.
Public cloud infrastructure as a
service (IaaS) is the main driver of
Amazon's bottom line. Worldwide
spending on this area was $32.4bn in
2018 and is expected to more than
double to $74.1bn by 2022.
Apple is the slowest growing of
The Four with revenue declining 2%
in the fiscal year to September 2019.
Revenue is expected to increase by
5.8% in the current year in part due to
the iPhone 11.
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“ALL FOUR COMPANIES HAVE THE DEVELOPMENT ‘FIREPOWER’
TO LAUNCH NEW PRODUCTS AND THE CUSTOMER RELATIONSHIPS
TO MAKE THEM WORK.”
Online advertising: search and social dominate

Source: www.statista.com/outlook/216/100/digital-advertising/worldwide#market-revenue
Facebook is the fastest growing
of The Four with revenue forecast
to increase 26.2% in 2019. Amazon,
Facebook and Google are all expected
to increase revenue by more than 16%
a year in the three years from 2019 to
2021.

Public cloud infrastructure as a service market
(worldwide)

New areas of growth

Source: www.statista.com/statistics/505251/worldwide-infrastructure-as-a-servicerevenue

Revenue growth
2019

2020

2021

2022

Apple*

-2%*

+5.8%

+7.3%

4.3%

Amazon

19.8%

18.5%

16.8%

-

Google (Alphabet)

18.9%

17.7%

16.1%

-

Facebook

26.2%

21.8%

19.7%

-

Source: SharePad, *Reported fiscal year to September 2019

The Four are targeting the payments
space with Apple Pay currently in the
lead. Gaming is a new area of growth
with Google Stadia and Apple Arcade
released in the second half of 2019.
Facebook is experimenting with
online dating and also runs a jobs
board and classified adverts board.
Amazon and Apple are both pursuing
video-entertainment services while
Google is developing its premium
YouTube service.
Amazon will try its hand at
seemingly anything, with the US
pharmacy market currently in
its sights. The company is also
experimenting with bricks-and-mortar
stores with no checkouts and drone
deliveries.
All four companies have the
development 'firepower' to launch
new products and the customer
relationships to make them work. The
Four are likely to be behind or benefit
from the next hit product.
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Apple

The iPhone has been the main growth
driver for Apple since 2007, but the
smartphone market is now mature.
Apple's revenue fell 2% in fiscal year
2019 (year to September) due to a
14% decline in iPhone revenue.

The iPhone accounted for 54.7% of
revenue in the same period, but other
divisions are growing rapidly. The
services category saw 16% revenue
growth and the wearables, home and
accessories category grew revenue by
41%.

Services had a gross margin of
63.7% in 2019 while products had
a gross margin of 32.2%. The key
to Apple's investment case is the
continued growth of the high-margin
services segment.

Apple (AAPL) and the iPhone effect

Source: SharePad

Apple revenue – year to September 2019
Division

% Revenue

Growth

iPhone

54.7%

-14%

Services

17.8%

16%

Mac

9.9%

2%

Wearables, home and accessories

9.4%

41%

8.2%

16%

100%

-2%

iPad
Source: Apple

wichayada suwanachun / Shutterstock.com

Apple's services revenue: a profitable and growing segment

Source: Statista
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Facebook and Google

Facebook 2018 revenue
Division

% Revenue

Growth

Advertising

98.5%

38%

Payment and Fees

1.5%

16%

100%

37%

Q3 2019 revenue

US and Canada 48%, Europe 23%,
Asia-Pacific 19%, Other 10%

Source: Facebook

Google 2018 revenue
Division

% Revenue

Growth

Google advertising

85%

22%

- Google properties

70.4%

24%

- Google Network

14.6%

14%

Google other revenue

14.5%

32%

Other bets

0.5%

25%

100%

23.4%

Source: Google

Facebook's high-margin growth

Source: SharePad

Google and Facebook are a duopoly
with their share of the global online
advertising market forecast to be
61% in 2019. Google is the de facto
gateway to the internet and Facebook
is the gateway to our online social
lives.
Advertising generated 98.5% of
Facebook's revenue in 2018 with its
key properties Facebook, Instagram
and Whatsapp. Facebook's 2018
revenue at $56 billion compares to
rival Snap Inc at $1.2 billion.
Facebook's monthly active users hit
2.449 billion in Q3 2019, up from 2.072
billion in Q3 of 2017. Monthly active
users in the US and Canada were 10%
of the total in Q3 2019 but generated
48% of revenue.
Average revenue per user (ARPU)
was $34.55 in US and Canada in Q3
2019 versus $7.26 for the group as a
whole. Facebook has the potential for
strong profit growth if it can increase
ARPU outside the US and Canada.
Advertising generated 85% of
Google's revenue in 2018. This is
broken down into Google Properties
at 70.4% of revenue and Google
Networks at 14.6% of revenue.
Google properties include Google
search, Google Maps, Google Play and
YouTube. Google Network Member's
properties include revenue generated
from AdMob, AdSense and Google Ad
Manager.
Other revenue was the fastestgrowing segment in 2018 and includes
Google Cloud, Google Play and
hardware sales. Google Cloud has
been given the objective of overtaking
Microsoft or Amazon's market share
by 2023.

Google has delivered since its 2004 IPO

Source: SharePad

JaysonPhotography / Shutterstock.com
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Amazon

Evan Lorne / Shutterstock.com

Amazon in 2018
Divisions

% Revenue

Growth

Profit

North America

61%

33%

$7.3bn

International

28%

21%

($2.1bn)

AWS

11%

47%

$7.3bn

100%

31%

Source: Amazon

Amazon's profits are coming through

AWS was launched in 2006. It
delivered 47% revenue growth in
2018 and had a 28.4% profit margin.
The pace of growth for AWS should
improve Amazon's overall margin in
the coming years.
Other margin drivers include
advertising on Amazon and
marketplace revenue from third-party
sellers. Third-party sellers contributed
3% of physical gross merchandise sales
on Amazon in 1999 and 58% in 2018.
Looking at the breakdown in
2018, AWS generated more profit
than Amazon North America. The
international side of Amazon's nonAWS business generated a $2.1 billion
loss last year.

Voting rights

Google founders Larry Page and
Sergey Brin own 51% of the voting
rights through special share classes.
Facebook founder, Mark Zuckerberg,
owns 53% of the voting rights, again
through special share classes.
External shareholders have
little effective influence over both
companies. It is impossible to remove
Mark Zuckerberg despite missteps in
recent years. It is also impossible to
overturn decisions made by Google's
founders.
Amazon and Apple do not have
special share classes. Jeff Bezos of
Amazon owns 12% of the company
and votes on his ex-wife's 4% stake.
Berkshire Hathaway is the thirdlargest shareholder in Apple with a
5.5% stake.

Capital allocation

Source: SharePad

Trong Nguyen / Shutterstock.com

Voting rights and governance have an
impact on capital-allocation decisions.
Apple came under pressure from
activist investor Carl Icahn in 2014 to
return capital. The iPhone maker's
share count has fallen by 29% over the
last seven years.
Google, Amazon and Facebook
have seen their share counts increase
over the same period. Google's
other bets segment invests in ‘moonshot' projects, like self-driving cars,
that may not become commercial
successes.
Amazon remains focused on
growth investment with spending
on video content to make its Prime
service more appealing. Facebook has
issued shares to buy companies and
incentivise employees.
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Revenue growth
2019

2020

2021

2022

Apple*

-2%*

+5.8%

+7.3%

4.3%

Amazon

19.8%

18.5%

16.8%

-

Google (Alphabet)

18.9%

17.7%

16.1%

-

Facebook

26.2%

21.8%

19.7%

-

Source: SharePad, *Reported fiscal year to September 2019

Year-end share count over seven years
2011

2018

% Change

Apple*

6,574m

4,443m

-29%

Amazon

455m

491m

+8%

Facebook

2,142m

2,854m

+33%

Google

649.2m

695.6m

7%

Source: Sharepad, *Apple is from September 2012 to September 2019.

Acquisitions

Facebook has been a master of
acquisitions with the Instagram
takeover viewed as a masterstroke by
many. Google's acquisition of YouTube
in 2006 and DoubleClick in 2008 were
equally inspired.
Apple bought Beats in 2014
to improve its position in music
streaming but has shied away from
large deals. Amazon's notable
acquisitions include Wholefoods,
online shoe retailer Zapatos and
smart-doorbell company Ring.
Questionable deals include
Google's purchase of Motorola
and the recent takeover of Fitbit.
Facebook's acquisition of virtualreality company Oculus may prove
to be a good move, with the Horizon
virtual world set to launch in 2020.

Risks

Companies with a relatively short
history may face unexpected risks. But
The Four have held off rivals to date.
Regulatory risk is a threat, with calls to
break up the tech companies by some
US presidential candidates.
The most vulnerable business
franchise may be AWS, with Google
and Microsoft vying to take market

share. Facebook is at risk of
becoming unfashionable, with some
teenagers moving to alternative
platforms.

Valuations (13 December
prices)
GAFA valuations appear modest
in light of their performance and

growth prospects. Apple, Google and
Facebook are on modest forecast P/E
multiples in 2021 at 18.5x, 22x and
17.7x respectively.
Amazon's forecast free cash-flow
yield is 3.7% in 2020 and 4.9% in
2021. The forecast P/E multiple of
45.6x in 2021 looks expensive on face
value. This appears to be the price of
investment-driven growth.
Apple trades on a free cash-flow
yield of 5.1% in the current fiscal
year to September 2020 and 5.6% in
2021. Google and Facebook trade on
forecast free cash-flow yields of 4.4%
and 4.8% in 2021 respectively.

Summary

The trajectory of Google, Apple,
Facebook and Amazon has been
extraordinary over the last 15 years.
Most of us use their products every
day. The Four now are in the sights of
regulators in the US and the EU.
What the next 15 years hold is
of course unknown. But the GAFA
stocks will continue to drive change.
Their prospects are underpinned
by the growth of online advertising,
cloud storage, mobile devices and
subscription services.

“FACEBOOK HAS
BEEN A MASTER OF
ACQUISITIONS WITH
THE INSTAGRAM
TAKEOVER VIEWED
AS A MASTERSTROKE
BY MANY. GOOGLE’S
ACQUISITION OF
YOUTUBE IN 2006
AND DOUBLECLICK
IN 2008 WERE
EQUALLY INSPIRED.”
Koshiro K / Shutterstock.com
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